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A NOTE ON DISCRIMINANTAL ARRANGEMENTS

MICHAEL FALK

(Communicated by Jeffry N. Kahn)

Abstract. Let si o be a fixed affine arrangement of n hyperplanes in general

position in Kk . Let U(n, k) denote the set of general position arrange-

ments whose elements are parallel translates of the hyperplanes of si o • Then

U(n, k) is the complement of a central arrangement 3§{n,k). These are

the well-known discriminantal arrangements introduced by Y. I. Manin and

V. V. Schechtman. In this note we give an explicit description of 3§{n, k)

in terms of the original arrangement si o • In terms of the underlying ma-

troids, 3S (n, k) realizes an adjoint of the dual of the matroid associated with

s/ o . Using this description we show that, contrary to the conventional wis-

dom, neither the intersection lattice of 31 (n, k) nor the topology of U(n , k)

is independent of the original arrangement  si o •

1. Introduction

Let K be a field. An (affine) arrangement si over K is a finite set of affine

hyperplanes in K k . If the hyperplanes of si all pass through the origin, then
si is central. The intersection lattice of a central arrangement si is the
poset {Ç\5^\y ç si }, ordered by reverse inclusion. The complement of si

is K k \ IJ si . We say si is a general position arrangement if the intersection

of any p hyperplanes of si has codimension p, if p < k, and is empty if
p > k.

LeX si o be a fixed general position arrangement of n hyperplanes. In [6]
Y. I. Manin and V. V. Schechtman initiated the study of the space U(n, k)

of general position arrangements whose hyperplanes are parallel to those of

si o ■ By choosing defining equations for the elements of si o this space may
be identified with a subspace of K" . It turns out that U(n,k) is itself the
complement of a central arrangement of hyperplanes 3§in,k) in K". In
[6] these arrangements are called discriminantal arrangements; they are often
referred to as Manin-Schechtman arrangements.  In case k = 1, t7(«, k) is
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the configuration space of n distinct points in K; the arrangement 3§in, 1)

is the braid arrangement consisting of the hyperplanes x, = x,, 1 < i < j < n.
It is frequently stated (see [7], [8], or [5], for instance) that the intersection

lattice of 3§in, k) and/or the topology of If in, k) is independent of the
arrangement si o, and depends only on n and k . Indeed this is not the case.

The purpose of this note is to provide a counter-example and to give a simple

and precise description of the dependence of â§in,k) on si o ■
The authors of [6] apparently did not intend to make any claim of indepen-

dence. In that paper appears the following caveat:

However, we shall be concerned mostly with its combinatorial

invariants which are constant on an open Zariski dense subset
of all «-arrangements in Fn [sic]. Stating properties of such

invariants we shall tacitly assume that our arrangements iHf)
are general in this sense.

On the other hand, this vague hypothesis plays no role in the proof of the

Proposition 4 of [6], which is intended to give a partial description of the in-

tersection lattice of A$in,k). Although the assertions made in the proof of

that proposition are correct, the conclusion they are meant to imply is false in

general (see remarks following Example 3.2). Indeed, "generic" in the sense
quoted above must be taken to mean "Proposition 4(c) holds".

So if si o is sufficiently general, the description of the intersection lattice of

3§(n, k) given in [6] is correct. In [7] it was observed that, for n = k + 3,

this lattice agrees with that of a central arrangement AA8 formed as follows: in

K3 with coordinates (xx ,x2,x-$\ choose n points in general position in the
plane x^ = 1, with the additional property that the (2) lines determined by

them contain no parallels. Then 3$ consists of the (j) planes through the

origin spanned by these lines. We give a similar but more precise description,
with no restrictions on n and k, which also clarifies somewhat the meaning of

"sufficiently general". We will construct a set of n points in general position

in K"~k such that the set of (klx) hyperplanes they span is precisely the

"essential part" of 3S(n,k).
This simplification is made possible using an (indirect) identification of the

arrangements in question with points of the Grassmannian & (n+ I, k+ 1).

Here 3? (p, q) refers to the set of ^-dimensional linear subspaces of Kp. This

approach is developed in section 2. In section 3 we construct an example of

an arrangement which is not "general" in the sense of [6]. Our example also
shows that the Manin-Schechtman construction fails to yield a fibering of the
open stratum in the matroid stratification of the Grassmannian [3, 2],

2.  U(n, k) in the generic Grassmann stratum

The rank of a central arrangement si in Kk is the codimension of f)A.
If si has rank k, we say si is essential. In any case the natural projection

will yield an essential arrangement siess in Kk/(]si , which we will call the

essential part of si . The intersection lattice of s/ess agrees with that of si and

their complements differ by a direct factor of K k~r, where r is the rank of si .

In the terminology of [7], si is the product of siess with the empty arrangement
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in Kk r. The discriminantal arrangement 38(n,k) in K" has rank n-k.

It will be quite trivial to see the Kk factor of U(n, k) in our picture.
In order to formulate our main theorem we must describe the relation be-

tween arrangements and Grassmann manifolds. Let si = {Hi,... , H„}

be an essential central arrangement. Choose linear forms (pi : Kk —► K

with Hi = kernel(</>,). Let P = P( si ) be the image of the linear map

(<f>x, ... , 4>n) '■ Kfc -» K" . Then P is a linear subspace of K" of dimension

k , i.e., a point of 3? (n, k). This is a slight abuse of notation, since P(si )
actually depends on the choice of defining forms. Different choices yield points

in the (C*)"-orbit of P in ST(n,k).
A copy of the arrangement si inside P is formed by intersecting P with

the coordinate hyperplanes of K " . We say si and si ' are linearly equivalent

arrangements if some linear change of coordinates in K k carries the defining
forms of si to those of si '. Then P(si ) = P(si ') if and only if si and

si ' are linearly equivalent. In particular, given P e 3? (n, k) satisfying some
transversality conditions, one can recover an arrangement si (more precisely,

the forms </>,) with P = P(si ) once a basis for P is chosen.

For / ç {1, ... , n} let £/ denote the coordinate subspace {x\x¡ = 0 for

i e 1} in Kk. Note that the codimension of £/ in Kk is |/|. Thus the

codimension of P n £/ in P is at most |/|.
Henceforth assume k > 2. Given an affine arrangement si we denote

by si the central arrangement obtained by translating the hyperplanes of si

back to the origin. Let si o be a general position arrangement in Kk . Let

P = P(sio) and let Q be the orthogonal complement of P in K" . Choose

a basis {vx, ... , ve} for Q, £ = n - k , and write v, = (viX, ... , vin). Let

Wj = (vXj, ... , vij) e Ke, for 1 < ; < n .

Proposition 2.1. The set {wx, ... , wn} is in general position in Ke.

Proof. Since si 0 is a general position arrangement, si0 has the property that

H^ = 0 for all S? C ~s7~o with \y\ = k. Also, H, H' e si o implies
H C\ H' ,¿ 0, so the hyperplanes of si o translate to n distinct hyperplanes in

jp/o • Then P n <£/ = 0 for all \I\ = k. Now P is defined by £"„i vuXj = 0
for 1 < i <£ , and Pf\^¡ is defined by setting x, = 0 for /' 6 / in this system.

Thus we see that all I x I minors of [v¡j] are nonzero. This in turn implies

the result, that any I of the Wj form a basis of K'.   d

We will call a central arrangement in Kk generic if every collection of k

hyperplanes intersects in the origin. The corresponding set T(« ,k) = {Pe

3?in, k)\P n ¿i/ = 0 for |/| = k} is the unique open stratum in the ma-
troid stratification of 3? in, k) [3, 2]. We call Y(n, k) the generic stratum of

3* in, k). As in the proof of 2.1, si general position implies P( si) e Yin, k)
for n = | si | and k > 2.

We can now state our main theorem.

Theorem 2.2. Let 3ê(n, k) be the discriminantal arrangement associated with

the general position arrangement sio-   Then the essential part of 38in, k)

is linearly equivalent to the arrangement of hyperplanes spanned by subsets of

{wx, ... ,wn} of size i-I.
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The proof of 2.2 will occupy the remainder of this section.

Remark 2.3 (Ziegler). In the language of matroid theory (oriented if K = R ),

Theorem 2.2 asserts that the arrangement 38 (n, k) realizes an adjoint of the

matroid determined by the vector configuration {wx, ... , w„}, which in turn

is the dual of that determined by sA0 [2].

Let si be an affine arrangement in K*^ such that some k of the elements of

si have nonempty intersection. Suppose the hyperplanes of si are given by

nonhomogeneous defining equations </>,(x) + a,- = 0, with a = (ax, ... , a„) e

K" . We associate to si a k-dimensional affine subspace P(si ) of K" ,

the image of the map ifa, ... , fa) + a : Kk -* K" . Notejhat P(si ) is
parallel to the linear subspace Pi si) ; in fact, P{ si ) = a + Pi si). The affine

arrangement si can be recovered from P( si ) given a basis for P( si) and a

point a of Pi si ) to serve as the origin.
Note that si is a general position arrangement if and only if P( si ) n £/ is

empty for |/| = k + 1 and is a single point if \I\ = k .

Remark 2.4. Let T(«, k) denote the space of ,-c-dimensional affine subspaces

P of K" satisfying Pn<*/ = 0 for |/| = k + 1 and |Pn£/| = l for \l\-k.
This space is denoted by Vin, k) in [6, Remark 3]. There is a homeomorphism

between T(« + 1, k + 1) and f(«, k), obtained by intersecting elements of

Yin + 1, k + 1) with the hyperplane xn+x = 1. The map P( si ) ■-> PÇsT) car-

ries f(«, k) to Y in, k), by translating affine subspaces to the origin. The com-
position of these two maps yields a projection S : T(« + 1, k + 1) —> T(«, k) of

the generic strata. As we will see below, the fiber over P( si) coincides with the
complement of the essential part of the discriminantal arrangement associated
with si . The example of the next section will show that the homotopy type of

the fiber is not constant, so the map S is not a fibration.

Lemma 2.5. Suppose si is generic, and \si\ = \si \. Then Pi si ) n ¿;/ consists

of a single point if \I\ = k.

Proof. By the hypothesis \si\ = \si \ the hyperplanes H¡ e si with / e /

translate to k distinct hyperplanes in si^_Since si is generic, these hyper-

planes intersect only at the origin. So P( si) n £/ = 0. Then P( si ) n £/ is
either empty or a single point. Suppose P( j/ ) n {/ = 0. Choose Io Q I
maximal with P( j/ ) n £/0 -/ 0. Note I0 ¿ 0 since P( ^ ) n £{,} / 0 for

1 < i < n. By assumption |/o| < k. Then the codimension in Pi si) of

P( j/ ) n ¿;/0 is less than k, so dim(P( si ) n i/0) > 1. Also P( j/ ) n f/0 is par-
allel to ¿i/\/0 by maximality of /o. Then there exist distinct x, y e Pi si ) n ¿i/0,

which will satisfy 0 # x - y e P( J?) n <*/„ n 6\/0 = P(^) n {/. This provides
a contradiction,   d

We now complete the proof of Theorem 2.2. By definition [/(«, k) is the

set of general position arrangements si satisfying si = sio- By 2.5 si e

Uin, k) if and only if 's? = W¿ and P{ si ) n 6 = 0 for |/| = k + 1. By
choosing linear forms <£,■ for si o we identify the arrangements si satisfying

~si = ~sJ~o with points a e K ". Recall that P = PÇsTo) and »2 is the
orthogonal complement of P ; Pi si ) is parallel to P. We write a = ß + y
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with ß e P and y e Q. The location of Pi si ) is uniquely determined

by y, independent of ß. Thus the condition si e U(n, k) imposes some
restrictions on y, but not on ß. So we see that U(n, k) is the cartesian product

of P = Kk with a subspace (in the topological sense) of Q. It remains only
to show that this subspace is isomorphic to the complement of the essential

arrangement described in 2.2.

To carry out the identification of Q with Ke we assume without loss that

{vx, ... ,vt} is an orthonormal basis for Q. Let us write ß = ¿JM ßtv,.

Then x e Pisi ) if and only if Yf"j=ivijXj = ßi for each i,l < i < t.

The intersection P( si ) n C¡ is nonempty if and only if this linear system is
consistent when x, is set equal to zero for i e I. This occurs if and only if

ß lies in the span of the set {wj\j & 1}. Thus si e U(n, k) iff Pisi ) n
£i = 0 for \I\ = k + I iff ß is not in the span of any I - 1 of the vectors

{wx, ... , w„} . So U(n, k) is the product of K"~k with the complement of

the arrangement of hyperplanes spanned by subsets of {wx, ... , w„} of size

i - 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.

Remark 2.6. It is not hard to see that the mapping S : Y(n + 1, k + 1) ->
Y(n, k) defined in Remark 2.4 carries a generic arrangement of n + 1 hyper-

planes in Kfe+1 to its contraction (or restriction) on the (n + l)st hyperplane

[8, Definition 1.13]. There is another map of generic strata A : T(« + 1,1) ->
Y(n,t) obtained by deletion of the in+l)st hyperplane. (This is the map used,
for example, in [4].) The fiber of A is easily seen to be the adjoint of a general

position configuration of points, as defined in the next paragraph. Indeed, to
result in a general position arrangement, the normal vector for (n + l)st hyper-

plane must lie in the complement of the hyperplanes spanned by the normals to
the first n hyperplanes. Our main Theorem 2.2 shows that this fiber is isomor-

phic to the complement of the essential part of a discriminantal arrangement,

the fiber of the contraction mapping 3. This is not a coincidence. In fact, dele-

tion and contraction are dual operations, and these two maps S and A (where

k + £ = n) are connected by the duality mapping PhP1 of the corresponding
Grassmannians, as illustrated in the following diagram:

n» + l,ifc + l) -^-^ Yin + l,£)

Yin,k)        —^->     Yin,£)

3. Variation of combinatorial type

Let A = {wx,... ,wn} be a vector configuration in K*. Let si (A) be

the arrangement of hyperplanes spanned by subsets of A. We call si (A) the

adjoint of A. According to [1] the underlying matroid of si (A) is an adjoint
of the matroid determined by A.

Theorem 2.2 states that 33 (n, k)ess = si (A) for a particular general posi-
tion configuration A. Its proof has the following easy corollary.
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Proposition 3.1. Let A be an arbitrary general position configuration of n points

in K*. Then there exists an arrangement si o in general position in Kn~e

such that the associated discriminantal arrangement has essential part linearly
equivalent to si (A).

Proof. Write A = {wx, ... , wn} , with Wj = (wXj, ... , W(j) e Ke. Let P be
the null space of the matrix [t%]. Then P isa Ac-dimensional subspace of K",

k = n - £ . Choose a basis {bx, ... , bk} for P, with b¡ = (bx,, ... , bnf).

Then the linear forms </>, defining si o are given by <t>i(x) = YA)=\bijXj . Since

A is in general position si o is a generic arrangement.
Note that {vx, ... , ve} is a basis for PL , where v¡ = (wiX, ... , w,,,) ; we

may assume without loss that this basis is orthonormal.
Choose a point ß = (ßx, ... , ße) in the complement of the arrangement

si (A), and let a = Y?¡=\ ßivi • Then the affine hyperplanes given by <pt(x) +

a ; = 0, 1 < i < n , form the desired arrangement si o •   □

Consider now the case K = R and n = k + 3 . According to 3.1 we may

choose any collection of n points wx, ... , wn in general position in R3, and

the (") planes spanned by pairs of these vectors will form the essential part of
a discriminantal arrangement "of type (n, n - 3)". But these arrangements will
have different intersection lattices depending on the placement of the Wj . In

the context of oriented matroids the following example appears in [1].

Example 3.2. Let Ax be the set of vertices of a regular hexagon in the plane

x3 = 1 in R3. Let A2 be a set of six points in general position in the plane
X3 = 1 such that no two of the segments joining them are parallel. Then si (Ax)

and si (A2) each consist of 15 planes. But the intersection lattices differ. In

si (A2) there are six lines of multiplicity five, two on each plane, and 45 lines of
multiplicity two, three on each plane. This is precisely the combinatorial structure

described by Manin and Schechtman in subsection 7 of [6]. But in si (Ai ) there
are lines of multiplicity three, formed by the "diagonals" of the hexagon. Thus
si (Ai) and si (A2) have nonisomorphic intersection lattices.

The procedure of 3.1 is quite easy to carry out for the configuration Ax using

Mathematica. The defining forms for si 0 are

2xi    +    2X2    +     -*3 =    0,

2xi    +   3x2   +   2x3 =   0,

xi    +   2x2   +   2x3 =   0,
X3 =    0,

x2 =0,

Xi =0.

The base arrangement si 0 is obtained by replacing the right-hand side with a

suitable nonzero vector to obtain a general position affine arrangement in R3.

The three diagonals of the hexagon correspond to the hyperplanes

2x2    +    2x3 -    2x5    -    2X6    =   O-

2xi -   2x3    -    2x4 +   2x6   =   0>

2xi    +   2x2 -   2x4   -   2x5 =   0
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in 38(n, k), labeled (14), (25), and (36) in the notation of [6, 7]. It is easy
to check that (14) n (25) Ç (36) as claimed. This contradicts the assertion of
[6, Proposition 4(c)] that DJx n Dj2 C Dj implies J = Jx or J = J2 . Here
(i, j) denotes Dj for J = {1, ... , 6} \ {/', j} . All the assertions in the proof

of Proposition 4 of [6] hold for trivial reasons in this case.

We conclude by pointing out that the arrangements si (Ax) and si (A2)
will also have different Poincaré polynomials. So when the complexifications

are considered as discriminantal arrangements over K = C, the complements

have different betti numbers. Thus homotopy type is also dependent on the
original si 0.
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